
Wolves head into Big VIII play with Ramona Winter Classic Title:

King (16-2): 18-07-15-14=52
Poly (12-3):  08-06-12-06=32

Riverside (Ramona HS)-

Two games in fourteen days…that’s what the King and Riverside Poly girls basketball teams
were looking at when they met in Friday’s Ramona Winter Classic tournament final.

In their first matchup King prevailed 44-40 at Poly with Sydnee Saucedo and Jenna Lopez
combining to score 22 of the Bears 40 points as King’s defense held Aurora Elder to just 8
points.

This time around Elder was able to reach double figure scoring but it was a struggle for Saucedo
and Lopez to get going from outside.

As a result Poly fell to King 52-32 and the Wolves will open Big VIII play on January 3rd at
Centennial.

Saucedo hit a deep three pointer and floater in the lane to cut King’s lead to 16-8 after a quarter.
Meanwhile Alyssa Dreessen accounted for half of the Wolves points as King grabbed an early
lead. After Dreesseen tied the game at two with a layup, King went on a 9-1 run to take a 11-3
lead on Amya Moody’s three pointer with 4:30 left.

“She’s a great shooter under pressure who also does a great job of freeing up others.” Wolves
coach Jesus Martinez remarked about Moody.

Another three pointer from Moody late in the half helped King maintain a lead at 25-14 despite a
pair of late baskets from Elder.

With three minutes left in the third quarter back to back three’s from Moody, including one as the
shot clock was winding down, pushed the Wolves to a 38-24 lead after Nea Denton’s jumper
momentarily dropped their lead to 32-24.

The Bears got no closer and fell 54-32 to finish play in 2022.



“We didn’t play very well against them at their place a couple of weeks ago so when we saw
them here we were hoping for this scenario.” Martinez further remarked about the rematch.
“Tonight we were much better in every aspect of the game and that’s exactly what I was looking
for with the Big VIII league schedule opening on Tuesday.”

Derryl Trujillo has been the Senior Writer and for Inland Sports since 2018 and can be reached at
socaltrekkie@gmail.com. He is the 2019 also the  IEBCA Supporter of the Year,:
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